Abstract -This paper presents how to study the geometry of Voronoi regions in an arbitrary vector quantizer. Methods to find the location, the extent, and the neighbors of any region are summarized. Application to fast encoding is emphasized.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that a vector quantizer (VQ) performs better, in ms of signal-to-noise ratio, than a scalar quantizer 141. The rovement increases with the dimension, but the price paid is complexity. In particular, the encoding process is slower. In the case of nearest neighbor quantization, which this paper considers, the straightforward encoding method is calculating the squared Euclidean distance between an input vector w and every reconstruction vector r,; i = 1,. . . ,n, and selecting the codeword that gives the minimum distance. The set of vectors that are encoded as a certain codeword k according to this rule is called the Voronoi region (VR) (2) Sometimes suboptimal VQs are accepted in order to decrease the encoding time. Several struttures have been developed for which fast search algorithms exist, e.g. lattice or multistage coders. However, there are also methods to improve the encoding speed for arbitrary VQs, without paying with signal-to-noise ratio. The methods often require precomputing some geometrical properties of the VRs. A new method to obtain such information is presented here, as well as an encoding algorithm based on the precomputed data.
EXAMINING THE GEOMETRY OF VORONOI REGIONS Some relevant types of problems concerning the structure of given 
max bTw whenATw I c the solution of which is strongly connected to the solution of (3). Actually, both mentioned methods generate the solution of (4) as a by-product when solving (3).
The inequality constraints in (4) form a convex polytope. They where for every I a, = r, -r,
L
Thus, the dual problem can be used for finding extrema of a VR.
Depending on the choice of the dual objective vector b, different extrema will be found and different properties of the VR will be investigated. Especially, if b is chosen first as a unit vector and next as the same vector negated, problem 1 above is solved by two linear programs. If this is repeated for all coordinates and all VRs, a circumscribed hyperrectangle will be found for each VR, which is the precomputed information required for encoding with the Projectzon Method 121. Problem 2 is solved similarly by two linear programs, if b is set orthogonal to the given hyperplane, pointing in both dire the two extrema lie on the same side of the plane, so does the whole VR; otherwise it is intersected. The answer to this kind of questions is vital for the design of the decision tree used in the Binary Hyperplane Testing Algorithm [31. To test the neighborship between VRs j and k (problem 3), b is chosen equal to a,, which is orthogonal to the common face of V and V,, if such a face exists, whereas A and c as before denote l ( . .,n, which is a useful tool for analysis as well as in applications. Because the description (6) defines exactly the same region as (2), but more economically, the table speeds up other geometrical studies, such as the solution of problems 1 and 2. In addition, it makes a new approach to fast encoding possible, called neighbor descent.
Suppose that a vector w is to be encoded and that there is reason to believe that r, is a good reconstruction vector for w. Calculate the distortions for all the neighbors of k, that is, the distances d(w,rl); i EN,. Replace k with the neighbor that has the smallest distortion and restart. If no codeword in N, is better thank itself, then stop.
Theorem of uniqueness: In any VQ, for any input w, no more than one codeword can have a smaller distortion than all its neighbors.
A necessity for the success of the method is that a path through neighboring VRs, along which the distortion d(w, rk) is monotonic decreasing, does not terminate in a suboptimal local minimum. The above theorem states that this can never be the case. Its proof follows as a consequence of (6) and the observation that a vector cannot belong to the interior of more than one VR.
The performance of the neighbor descent method was evaluated in experiments on VQs without an induced structure. The results show that most of the n distance calculations can be avoided with the neighbor descent method. The reduction is greatest for VQs with high bit rates, or, if the rate is kept constant, in many dimensions.
